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The Vision — Ken Ham
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

A

lthough my interest in Genesis and creation/
evolution began when I was younger, my specific
interest in the Flood and the Ark of Noah was
intensified as a young adult in 1974. That’s when I read
The Genesis Flood by Morris and Whitcomb. I discovered
that the global Flood was an integral event in regard to
the topic of origins. That catastrophe explains most of the
fossil record as well as the genetic bottleneck for humans
and all the kinds of land-dependent, air-breathing animals.
In fact, every person alive today is a descendent of Noah’s
sons, Shem, Ham, and Japheth, and so the Flood was
certainly a major event in human history.
At times over the years people have asked me, “Wouldn’t
it be wonderful to find Noah’s Ark?” Then people would
suggest that it would be great to build Noah’s Ark. So
the idea of a reconstruction of the Ark has been bandied
about for years in various discussions.
Then at some stage of the planning of a Creation Museum
(in the early 2000s in the USA) and raising money for it,
we began to talk about future projects. The subject of
building an Ark came up again with the idea that it could
be built across from the Creation Museum. We actually
acquired a two-acre piece of property on the other side
of the lake at the museum site. And then we purchased
an additional 20 acres behind the Creation Museum that
we thought would be suitable for building an Ark and for
parking. However, a detailed national survey conducted
by America’s Research Group predicted that up to two
million people a year would be visiting the Ark. So we
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2011

Cost: Priceless
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

looked elsewhere and eventually obtained 800 acres on
Interstate 75 at exit 154 Williamstown, Kentucky, (south of
Cincinnati) for the Ark Encounter project (about 40 miles
from the museum).
At the Creation Museum, which opened in 2007, we have
a spectacular Noah’s Ark exhibit. It represents only one
percent of the Ark’s volume. The massive exhibit has
become a very popular one for our museum visitors. A
lot of people have commented about how much they
liked that Ark exhibit; some have said that it is their
favorite display at the museum. Many visitors have also
commented how great it would be to experience the
entire Ark structure.
In 2004, the leadership team at Answers in Genesis put
together a strategic plan, with the help of an outside
consultant. One of the items we listed in the plan as a
future goal was to build a life-size Noah’s Ark. This plan
was presented to the AiG board in 2005, and that year, the
board agreed to make the Ark the number one priority
after the Creation Museum was opened.
Building a Team
When we were in the early stages of building the Creation
Museum, a man living in Japan, Patrick Marsh, reached out
to us. He explained that he had worked for the Universal
Studios theme park and other attractions around the
world. He was a Christian and biblical creationist who
wanted to use his talents for the Lord in designing exhibits
for the future Creation Museum. We hired him, and Patrick

brought another level of expertise and professionalism to
the design and construction of the exhibits—ideas that
we never envisioned. He took the script I had written for
the teachings we wanted to present in the museum, and
Patrick and a talented design team he assembled turned
the script into the phenomenal world-class museum that
we see today. Even many evolutionists who have toured
the museum have stated that the Creation Museum is
the best-looking, most high-tech museum they have
seen. When the secular media ask me how we were able
to assemble such a talented, qualified design team, my
standard response has been: “Just as God brought the
land animals to Noah for the Ark, so God brought these
people to us.” There’s no doubt that it was only the hand
of God that could have put together the entire gifted staff,
and others outside the ministry, to make the Creation

Museum, and soon the Ark Encounter, what we see today.
People often ask me if the Creation Museum turned out to
be what I first envisioned. The answer: “absolutely not!”
Yes, certainly the message of the 7 C’s of history and having
a walk through history were a part of the original vision
for the museum. But God brought Patrick (and the others
in his team) to take the exhibits and the impact to a whole
new level, beyond anything we could ever have imagined.
Patrick has a very special place in this ministry. And
even though he is a very humble guy, Patrick, and those
alongside him, took the Creation Museum to a level that is
better than what a visitor will experience in just about any
museum or themed attraction in the secular world.
Because of all that expertise the Lord brought to us, plus
a broad base of donors, the AiG board had the confidence
to move ahead and start building the Ark. Just as with the
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Creation Museum, the Ark project has greatly exceeded
what we originally envisioned. With the Lord’s blessing,
the Ark-themed attraction has been taken to a whole
new level of quality and impact—for the purpose of
evangelism in this very secularized culture.
Bigger and Better
One of my father’s favorite verses of Scripture was “And
whatever you do, do it heartily, as to the Lord and not to
men” (Colossians 3:23). Yes, we want to honor the Lord
in all we do. And because we have the greatest and most
important message in the universe to proclaim, the gospel,
AiG believed that what we should build must be as good as,
or better than, what the secular world does. Just like with
the Creation Museum, we wanted to make the Ark project
as good as what Hollywood can do. We also wanted to use
the marketing methods that the secular world uses, such as
TV commercials, blockbuster trailers, billboards, and more.
We wanted to go into the world and encourage people to
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come and experience the message of God’s Word and the
gospel that the world so desperately needs. God, through
His miraculous hand, brought the expertise to us so that
we could build another world-renowned attraction—a
biblically themed attraction—that would glorify Him, and
bring honor to Him and His Word in every way.
The best way to describe the life-size Ark, part of an entire
theme park we call Ark Encounter, is that it consists of
exhibits, within an exhibit, within an exhibit. You see,
the massive Ark itself is an exhibit, and the inside of this
wooden structure is an exhibit as well. And the 132 Ark bays
on the three decks contain stunning teaching exhibits.
Why do I say that the life-size Ark is an exhibit in itself?
Most people, for the very first time, will begin to
understand the immense size of this ship Noah built when
they first approach the Ark. Then as I’ve taken people
inside the Ark, a true timber-framed structure being
the biggest of its kind in the world, it is a jaw-dropping

Ken and Mally with their five children and 14 grandchildren.

experience for them. They will say something like, “This
is amazing. Simply amazing.” There’s just something
about all the timber inside. Of course, God created
wood, and there is something about it, especially with
the enormous amount of wood seen inside the Ark, that
absolutely fascinates people. They love the look and feel
of it. Guests often stop and contemplate the massive
beams and the craftsmanship that went into the building
of the Ark structure. They also notice the complexity
of the Ark’s engineering and architecture. This gives us
an opportunity to help them think about Noah and his
brilliance in the correct way. You see, many people (even
unwittingly) have adopted an evolutionary view of history,
thinking that ancient people were less intelligent and less
advanced than we are today. People have often asked
me “How could Noah have built such a ship?” But, from a
creationist perspective, ancient people would have been
highly intelligent.

door to be saved, so too do we need to go through the
one “door.” Jesus said, “I am the door. If anyone enters
by Me, he will be saved, and will go in and out and find
pasture” (John 10:9). He also declared: “I am the way,
the truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father except
through Me” (John 14:6).

Ancient Artistry

After Jesus was crucified, there was a big stone, like
a door, that was rolled over the tomb. That door was
opened when Jesus rose from the dead. In the Ark,
there will be exhibits that deal with the various doors in
Scripture. And as we teach about those doors, we will
be challenging visitors as to where they are concerning
Christ’s free gift of salvation!

Within the great ship, the startling exhibits showcase the
extraordinary talent of our outstanding team of designers,
fabricators, sculptors, artisans, and others. The exhibits
go into detail about such things as: what Noah’s family
might have experienced on the Ark; answer questions
about how Noah could fit the animals on board and then
feed and look after them; offer teaching exhibits about
trusting God’s Word; present the gospel in our secularized
age; display various cages, artifacts, life-size figures, and
unique sculpted animals; show the sensational artwork;
present teaching exhibits about the Flood and Ark; and
the list goes on.
But what’s the real purpose of the Ark? I say that other
than the Cross, the Ark is the greatest reminder of the
message of salvation. Noah had to place one door in
the Ark—and only those who went through that one
door were saved from the watery judgment. God’s Son
stepped into history to become Jesus Christ, the God-Man.
Just as Noah and his family went through the Ark’s only

As we look at the decline of our Western culture today,
Christians will notice many similarities to the wicked days
of Noah. Genesis 6:5 records: “Then the Lord saw that
the wickedness of man was great in the earth, and that
every intent of the thoughts of his heart was only evil
continually.” What a time it is today to build an Ark to
remind people that God is a righteous God who judges
wickedness. But just as God provided salvation to Noah
and his family, God has provided an Ark of salvation for
us today: through Christ’s death on the Cross and His
Resurrection. Each of us needs to go through the “door,”
the Lord Jesus Christ, to be in the Ark of salvation.

Yes, the Ark Encounter is an evangelistic Ark. It will be
one of the greatest Christian outreaches of our era. It’s
all a part of making sure we “do business until” He comes
(Luke 19:13). We’re to be doing the business of the King,
proclaiming the truth of God’s Word and the gospel.
As you visit the Ark Encounter and gaze at what some are
calling a new wonder of the modern world, I urge you to
ponder Genesis 6:22: “Thus Noah did; according to all that
God commanded him, so he did.”
No wonder Noah is listed in what’s often called the
“Believers Hall of Fame” in Hebrews 11! May we be bold
people of faith, just like Noah!
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The Plan — LeRoy S. Troyer, FAIA
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

I

t has been a dream of mine to build something of this
size out of wood that honors and glorifies our Lord. As
I look back, it seems my whole life has been preparing
me for this adventure and what an adventure it has been.
This master plan for the Ark Encounter is the largest
and boldest project we (The Troyer Group) have ever
undertaken in the history of the firm.
My parents were Amish, so I was raised in an Amish
community near Middlebury, Indiana, on a farm. As I
reflect back on my life, it seems God was preparing me
for something as a young boy working on a farm. We had
30 acres of woods from which we harvested trees and
sawed them by hand. I would help build barns (frolics)
with the Amish community, so I was around large-frame
wooden structures at a very young age. Later on, we got
a chainsaw, but very few people had such an item when I
was growing up. I enjoyed working with wood back then,
and I still do.
One day my fourth grade teacher, Ms. Miller, introduced
various professions to the class, and architecture was
one I thought I’d like to do. When I was 16 I started to
learn drafting by copying architectural drawings. During
the day, I’d help build buildings, and at night, I would
do drawings for the contractor—that’s how I learned. I
built my own T-square and drawing board, and I traced
drawings by the light of an old kerosene lamp at age 16 or
17. Then I started doing drawings for a local contractor. I
didn’t get paid for the drawing work for three years. I did
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2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Cost: $4,000,000
2015

2016

this just to learn, considering the work part of a low-cost
education.
At age 14, after I recovered from polio, I told my parents
that I did not want to stay in the Amish faith and instead
wanted to join the Mennonite church. They blessed that
decision, so I have been associated with the Mennonite
faith since that time. When I was 21, and married, an
architecture firm in South Bend, Indiana, heard about me
and offered me a job as a draftsman. I worked with this
firm for quite some time. In 1965, I was accepted into
Notre Dame’s architecture program, even without a high
school education. It was a five-year program, and this was
an exciting time in my life. My wife Phyllis and I took our
three sons to study in Rome, Italy, for a year and traveled
to many countries in Europe to study architecture. After
graduation in 1971, I passed the national boards, so I was
now a board-certified architect with a degree from Notre
Dame. I started the Troyer Group the same year, and here
we are. Today, we employ around 40 people and have
built churches, universities, retirement communities,
destinations, and family attractions, and many other
projects all over the United States as well as work in
different countries.
Realizing the Possibility
However, there is one project that we helped design that
was very special, the American Country Farmers Market,
the largest wood-pegged barn in the country located in
Elkhart, Indiana. This is an all-wood structure that has

some huge timber in it. What is interesting is its cupolas
are close to the height of the main structure of the Ark,
and although the building is not as wide as the Ark, it is
about two thirds as long. Orie and Ernest Lehman and
David and his son Rudy Bontrager worked on the project
in Elkhart. I grew up with them because they were in the
Amish community. I stayed in touch with them, and they
did buildings like the Farmers Market and others in the
Middlebury and Shipshewana, Indiana, area. So, once
again this was another learning process in preparing me
for the future Ark project.
Then about 25 years ago, an elderly Mennonite
businessman from Pennsylvania approached me and said,
“LeRoy, could you design an ark in Florida? I have an idea
of building a Noah’s Ark on an Interstate cloverleaf in
Florida. It will have lodging and a restaurant, and I’d like
to furnish each room with a different animal theme.” So
I did a few sketches of his idea and drew up some rough

plans. I knew some of his adult children, and as I talked to
them and they told me they didn’t think he had enough
money for the project, I discouraged him from moving
forward. But I had already put some time into thinking
about an Ark. From a Kingdom perspective, I thought the
Ark project was something I could get my arms around as
a mission because of what it can do as an educational tool
for all people, and as a witness for non-Christians to come
and see “by faith Noah built the Ark, by faith Abraham…
by faith Jacob… by faith Joseph….”
The size of the Ark is enormous. The Bible tells us the
length of Noah’s Ark was 300 cubits, its width 50 cubits,
and its height 30 cubits. A cubit is an ancient measurement
of length based on the distance from the elbow to the tip
of the longest finger. The actual length of a cubit varied
between different ancient groups of people.
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LeRoy Troyer and Mike Zovath signing
contracts in January of 2013.

LeRoy Troyer, owner and founder of the Troyer Group,
outside the construction trailer on the Ark site.

In large-scale construction projects, ancient civilizations
typically used the long cubit (about 19.8–20.6 in [52 cm]).
Here at the Ark Encounter, we’ve chosen to use the
Hebrew long cubit. At 20.4 inches, this makes the Ark
about 510 feet long, over 50 feet tall, and 85 feet wide.
So we are having to design and oversee and manage the
construction of what will be the largest heavy timberframed structure in the world of this type of building.

a number of challenges from a design standpoint. Then
on top of that, building a structure out of wood this large
means you have fire ratings, wind loads, and more that
must also be considered. This meant we needed to find
wood that had a strong fiber strength. Every species
of wood has different fiber strength so we needed
wood that could take the required stress, and both the
Engelmann Spruce and Douglas Fir are just such a wood.

I remember taking Ken Ham and some of the board
members of Answers in Genesis to the farmers market
building in Elkhart six or seven years ago. When they saw
the building, the large timbers and the scale of it, they
were encouraged because after looking at the structure
they really thought the Ark could be built today at the
appropriate size with similar techniques as ancient
shipbuilders. I believe it also gave them confidence in me
and the Troyer group.

The timber is carrying a heavy load and also a lot of wind
pressures. We wanted to design the structure 10 to 15
percent over the code for wind pressure, so it can now
handle over 120 mph winds. The concrete masonry towers
are key to supporting and handling the wind load. That
was one of the main reasons for the towers, to help
anchor the Ark and to house the four large exit stairs,
elevators, and restrooms.

Design — Just the Beginning
Building an Ark in the 21st century is much different than
what Noah had to do. We have codes, state laws, permits,
safety and liability issues, and being mostly wood, it has
10

We set the Ark on a structural concrete platform, 15
feet above the ground since we didn’t want the earth
contacting the wood directly. That’s one reason for the
concrete platform which also allowed the project to
have a large future restaurant on the roof of the Ark to
accommodate 750 people at one time. It also helps to

An overview of the property along Interstate 75 between Cincinnati, Ohio, and Lexington,
Kentucky, at the Williamstown, Kentucky, exit. The property covers 800 acres, and is about
40 minutes south of Cincinnati. The star is the general location of the Ark.

★
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set the scale of the Ark having it sitting up off the ground
some 15 feet, so I love how the platform presents the
sheer size of the Ark. The Ark also has exits that can
accommodate 10,000 guests at one time, along with 132
exhibit bays designed and built for guests to see and
enjoy, including ancient Bible manuscripts.
Thousands of man-hours went into the design of this
project. We probably have four to five thousand sheets of
drawings which detail every aspect of the Ark. My role as
president of The Troyer Group and architect is overseeing
every stage of the project.
My life has been spent organizing and engaging other
people, and so the key to me to build this Ark was to try
to get the best people we could find, either in-house or
outside of our office. We had at least 10 construction
crews involved in the framing process. How do you get
those crews to work together in harmony? The key is
to engage people and do team building long before
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construction starts. I say it has been successful. Together
we built it. We’ve had a few minor tension points. We’ve
tried to get the guys to buy into the mission of the project
and that has been very helpful in building the team
atmosphere.
There are very few people in the world who know how
to work with large heavy timber like this. There are 3.3
million board-feet of wood in the Ark that must be put
together. I knew the skills of the Amish builders because
of working with them in the past. So I asked them to head
up the heavy timber framing and carpentry work. I also
knew they had good people skills, and that was really
key. That’s why I said at the beginning, “having the right
people at the right place, at the right time.” It’s really
about people, and they are creative craftsman. None of
us have all the answers, but together we can figure things
out. I learned from being in construction at an early age
that it’s not the architect, engineers, and contractor who

The plans for the bow and stern were very complicated,
taking a great amount of teamwork to design.

The long awaited permit is finally in the
hands of Mike Zovath, Ken Ham,
and Patrick Marsh.

The Answers in Genesis board members bow for a time of prayer
at the Ark property prior to the beginning of construction.

LeRoy and Ken at the viewing platform just days before the first bent was lifted into place.
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know everything. It’s a team effort, and that’s been my
philosophy.

company, as JOMAR has had experience working with
wood and has been great to work with.

Another key to all this was the structural design team put
together by The Troyer Group and an engineering firm
in Idaho that helped with the bow and stern. Colorado
Timber Frame in Lafayette, Colorado, did the milling and
hatching for the heavy timbers. They milled all the timber
and large logs to the design and specs given. There is
also an Amish metal fabricating shop, JOMAR, located in
Middlebury, Indiana, that fabricated approximately 4,000
steel connections, weighing over 142,000 lbs. It would
have been difficult to deal with another steel fabricating

Then all the parts came together in Williamstown,
Kentucky, on I-75 at exit 154. The heavy timbers, some
logs over four feet in diameter, were assembled on site.
Half of a framing section (or bent), weighing 35,000
pounds, was lifted in place by a large crane. We had very
few problems as all the firms and craftsmen did a great job
working together with the complex design. Considering
nothing like this has been built in the recent past, we
consider this truly an engineering marvel.

From this drawing, one can see some
of the detail in the bow and stern,
as well as the different decks. There
are also ramps throughout the Ark
structure to make it very handicap
friendly.
A cubit is an ancient measurement of
length based on the distance from the
elbow to the tip of the longest finger.
The actual length of a cubit varied
between different ancient groups
of people. Here are some samples:
Hebrew short: 15.5" – Egyptian: 17.6"
– Common 18" – Babylonian royal:
19.8" – Egyptian Royal: 20.6" – and the
Hebrew long 20.4".
The Ark Encounter used the Hebrew
long cubit. The Bible tells us the length
of Noah’s Ark was 300 cubits, its width
50 cubits, and its height 30 cubits. So
the Ark was over 510' long, 50' high
and over 85' wide.
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A Race to the Finish
The large round sloping logs, some 32–36" in diameter,
as well as the bow and the stern have been the most
difficult and challenging parts of the actual construction
of the Ark. The complexity of this challenge was almost
overwhelming, but by working together as a team, we
did it. We were pushed for time and had to use an outside
engineering firm to help us finish the structural plans for
the bow and stern. And to keep the project on the tight
timeframe that we had, we needed to get the plans to
Colorado Timber Frame so they could start cutting the
timber. It was the same with all the steel connections
that would be needed. First order of business was team

building, and then the team designed and built a replica of
Noah’s Ark for everyone to see and experience.
The Ark is the first phase of an 800-acre Ark Encounter
biblically themed attraction for people of all ages to visit
and learn about the Bible’s historical accounts, such as
how God saved humanity and that He wants us today to
honor and glorify Him. It is by faith that Noah built the Ark!

Drawing by Troyer Group
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Moving Dirt
2014

2015

Cost: $3,000,000 Ark Site
Cost: $6,000,000 Parking Lot
2016

Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun.

Excavation
begins on the
Ark site
August 2014.
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The view at the end of the first day
of excavation.

Large Caterpillar scrapers like this one
can haul up to 50 yards of dirt at a time.

The progress after one month
of excavation.
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One of the many large trucks that can
haul up to 100 tons of dirt and rock.

A glimpse of the property in the spring of 2014, before excavation began.
The Ark site is below and the parking lot on the opposite page.

After 5 months of work, the site was finally ready for the
construction to begin on the Ark, having moved over
500,000 yards of dirt and hauling in hundreds of loads of
gravel to a thickness of 12". Ken Ham stands to the right
with his arms outstretched showing where the Ark will
go, and to the left is a foundation for one of the towers.
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A model of the parking lot showing how it has been designed to handle heavy traffic flow.
The location of the parking lot that will hold over 4,000 cars. One million yards of dirt were
moved and rearranged to level off this lot. Buses will haul visitors one mile from the parking lot
to the Ark site, giving them their first full glimpse of this amazing representation of God’s grace.
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